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Modplan gains Secured by Design accreditation for its VEKA vertical sliding
windows
Leading Trade fabricator Modplan has just
announced it has achieved Secured by Design
accreditation for its VEKA vertical sliding windows.
Modplan’s Managing Director, Heidi Sachs, said,
“Secured by Design accreditation is important
because it proves a product can meet the
requirements of Document Q. It also gives
homeowners peace of mind that the products are
secure. We are confident it will help our customers
to close more vertical sliding window sales.”
The accreditation on the VEKA vertical sliding
windows brings the number of Modplan products
that have achieved it to ten. The other products
are the VEKA Imagine bifolding door, the VEKA
Imagine patio door, the VEKA Matrix 70mm door,
the VEKA Matrix Fully Sculptured 70mm door, the
VEKA Matrix 70mm window, the VEKA Matrix
58mm casement window, the VEKA 70mm Fully
Sculptured casement and tilt / turn window, the
VEKA Matrix 58mm tilt / turn window and the
VEKA Matrix 70mm tilt / turn window.
Heidi was also keen to celebrate the teamwork that was involved in securing the
accreditation. “Secured by Design proves the high security standard of a product, which
is why it is one route to compliance with the requirements of Document Q. What it
means in practice is that achieving the accreditation meant a great deal of effort by
system supplier VEKA, our hardware suppliers and our own in-house team. I’d like to

thank them for all their work and assure them we are confident their efforts
will be reflected in product sales.”
Modplan is renowned for its partnership approach and commitment to going the extra
mile for its customers. In achieving Secured by Design accreditation on its VEKA vertical
sliding window it’s doing exactly that.
Modplan manufactures and provides a comprehensive range of products that includes
Matrix 58, Veka Matrix 70 and 70FS, Veka Vertical sliders, a dedicated painting facility,
PVC-u patio and bifold doors, conservatories, the Vertex Open Canopy, the Vertex roof
system for polycarbonate, glass or tile effect, Wendland roofing system and the newly
added Ultrasky and Livin room. For more information on any of Modplan’s products and
support, simply Ask the Man from Modplan.
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